
Hints for Harvard Puzzle "Orientation" 
Parentheses around a clue mean that a letter must be omitted from the answer word 
before it will fit in the grid. Numbers in parentheses indicate lengths of answer words. An 
asterisk * indicates a capitalized word, and a hash mark # a foreign word.  
 
Across 
1. *Mystery entry (5) 
2. Triumph of ugly April winning Steven's heart 

(7) 
3. *(Disarming Bergman?) (6) 
4. Stranger has a claim (5) 
5. Take part in break-up of eastern gang at the 

end of June (6) 
6. (One's heading for London and Manhattan, 

for instance.) (6) 
7. Loves god of war having a party (6) 
8. Folding net into investment plan (7) 
9. Government order to restrain coach (6) 
10. (Too bad about author's nom de plume) (5) 
11. Surplus mineral put back (7) 
12. "Like the Lone Ranger?" Mark queried (6) 
13. A ceremonial hoard (5) 
14. A horse moving on land (6) 
15. Partial confusion after Papa dropped rope (6) 
16. *King of song meeting Earl (6) 
17. (Dad's time elapsed) (4) 
18. Likes eating a bit of Appenzeller and lots of 

bread (6) 
19. Lied falsely about date laid off (5) 
20. *Mabel lecturing about a fashion magazine 

(4) 
21. (Guy going around naked in nightclub) (7) 
22. *Mystery entry (5) 

Down 
1. (Mysterious séance about line wash) (7) 
2. *Mystery entry (5) 
3. Henry in the German bar (6) 
4. *Mad about love (4) 
5. Bribing official to win game (5) 
6. *(Hybrid line made new according to the 

laws of inheritance) (9) 
7. #Finding a restaurant around a station in 

Paris (4) 
8. (Fusty Sabbath story) (5) 
9. A little bit of unfinished theatrics (4) 
10. Morgenthau's man (4) 
11. Macho type grabs top of pine tree (5) 
12. Poster disintegrated rapidly (6) 
13. Bottom of rear seat (4) 
14. Charlie's place in vehicle is taken by one 

Judas (7) 
15. (Heard, seen, and located) (5) 
16. Joel messily consuming large dessert (5) 
17. Note: Elsa mishandled new transfer of 

property (6) 
18. One in a vehicle is like a bird (5) 
19. Explosive round in Malta set off (6) 
20. (Perhaps mom and dad split) (6) 
21. *Three states with a house of opera (2, 5) 
22. *Mystery entry (5) 
23. Trimmed in southern port (6) 

 


